
Our company is growing rapidly and is hiring for an advisor consultant. We
appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for
the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for advisor consultant

Prepare an annotated outline of the report, a first draft on the basis of the
outline agreed upon with the UNOSSC, submit a first draft for UNOSSC
comment on time, submit a final draft acceptable to the UNOSSC on time
Prepare a one page summary of the final report
Handle a broad range of advisor related case work including coordinating
data issue resolution and daily request processing for advisors
Provide support for advisor related trades or transaction questions to ensure
timely and accurate response
Handle more critical service issue or provide dedicated support to key
relationships or certain business processes
Act as the main point of contact for advisor-related, tactical issues, both
internally and externally for Managed Account
Provides support, ideas and information to assist with annual and quarterly
growth targets
Utilize extensive knowledge of products and services to provide potential
clients with information and promote, qualify and generate sales
opportunities
Build and maintain relationships with prospective clients through sales calls
and various marketing campaigns
Work with internal partners such as marketing, product, and public relations
to coordinate strategy and efforts
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Assist in the development of marketing communication strategies and plans,
including providing marketing support by assisting with the preparation and
distribution of pitch books and other marketing resources
Coaching, consulting, communication and facilitation skills
Writing experience a must – excellent grammar necessary
Must demonstrate the ability to multi-task
Must be able and willing to work in a team oriented environment
At least 10 years of progressively responsible professional experience in the
area of policy analysis and policy research in international development both
at national and international levels


